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Abstract

Redirected walking (RDW) allows virtual reality (VR) users to walk
infinitely while staying inside a finite physical space through subtle
shifts (gains) of the scene to redirect them back inside the volume.
All prior approaches measure the feasibility of RDW techniques
based on if the user perceives the manipulation, leading to rather
small applicable gains. However, we treat RDW as an interaction
technique and therefore use visually perceivable gains instead of
using the perception of manipulation. We revisited prior experiments
with focus on applied gains and additionally tested higher gains on
the basis of applicability in a user study. We found that users accept
curvature gains up to 20◦ /m, which reduces the necessary physical
volume down to approximately 6x6m for virtually walking infinitely
straight ahead. Our findings strife to rethink the usage of redirection
from being unperceived to being applicable and natural.
Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer
interaction (HCI)—Interaction paradigms—Virtual reality; Humancentered computing—Human computer interaction (HCI)—HCI
design and evaluation methods—User studies
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Introduction

Technologies like virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR)
are more and more becoming a topic of interest for the consumer
market. One open problem is the navigation in such virtual environments. Real walking is the most natural and simple way of moving
around in a virtual environment [34], but it is also the most difficult
one to realize since it requires the real world providing the same
space as the virtual one. One idea to overcome this limitation is
redirected walking (RDW) [27]. RDW is a technique where the
path walked in the real world slightly differs from the virtual one by
manipulating the user’s orientation, or other features during walking.
As long as this manipulation is designed subtle enough, users do not
even recognize the manipulation. According to Steinicke et al. [31]
the manipulation may not exceed a gain of 2.6◦ /m or according to
Grechkin et al. [12] 4.9◦ /m to prevent its detection. When applying
such gains it is possible to virtually walk straight forward while
walking on a circle in the real world without perceiving the shifting.
Though, the diameter of the walked circle would be around 44 m [31]
(or 22m [12]), which is far too much for most applications. It was
also suggested to enhance the concept of RDW by guiding users
to walk on curved paths [19]. The virtual curve adds to the curve
induced by the gain and therefore results in less required space. Forcing users to walk curved paths reduces the desired tracking space,
but requires a special design of the virtual environment and therefore
strongly limits the application.
The current state-of-the-art of navigation in a roomscale VR is the
point and teleport technique (eg. [8]). Teleporting solves different
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problems of VR navigation. On one hand, it solves the problem of
limited space, since real walking is only used for short distances,
while longer distances are traveled by using the teleport metaphor.
Some other techniques, like indirectly controlling movements by a
controller, cause motion sickness, a problem assumed to be caused
by the conflicting visual and vestibular information during accelerations [20]. Since there is no acceleration when traveling between two
points without animating the motion, motion sickness does not occur
during teleporting. Nevertheless, there are also some drawbacks
of teleportation. It might break the sense of feeling present in a
virtual environment, but primarily, teleportation decreases the spatial
orientation and the knowledge about the surrounding [1, 6, 10, 29].
Similar to metaphors like teleportation, we assume, that redirected
walking may be designed beyond the perceptual limitations and
could be accepted as navigation technique even if the manipulation
is detected. We therefore conducted an experiment including higher
gains then the already proposed ones. In contrast to prior works, we
did not target our experiment to get insights on perceptual thresholds,
but on participants preferences. We asked participants how natural
the walking was and if the gain would be applicable to realize
movement in VR. Since a stronger manipulation of the rotation
could also induce motion sickness, we also asked participants to
state if they suffered related symptoms.
To allow a fair comparison of prior works, as well as to compare
detection thresholds to our results we propose the use of a unified
metric being ◦ /m for curvature gains. Using this metric, we rerun
the experiment of [19] and propose corrected perceptual thresholds
that are much lower to the prior reported. Our proposed applicability metric showed that it is possible to apply twice the detection
threshold without influencing the perceived naturalness or increasing
symptoms of motion sickness. Participants even accepted four times
the detection threshold of around 5.2 ◦ /m to be applicable. This
way, the required space for infinitely walking a straight line can be
reduced to 6x6m.
Our main contributions are:
• The approach of treating RDW as an interaction technique and
evaluating it based on applicability metrics and not on the basis
of perception.
• Proposing a unified metric to represent curvature gains in RDW
and rerun a prior experiment showing how to apply our new
metric.
• Findings from a user study showing that by treating RDW as
an interaction technique 20◦ /m was acceptable for users, while
they detected the manipulation at a gain of 5.2◦ /m.
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2.1

Related Work
Navigation

Navigation in VR can be separated into the cognitive and physical
components way-finding and (active or passive) travel [5]. While
way-finding is the spatio-cognitive process of finding a way from
one location to another, travel denotes the actual movement within
the virtual environment. Travel can be carried out passive, e. g. by

